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Uni-win International Corp’s Technologies Concept introduction 
Products & Technologies: Full Recyclable & Circular Loop Functional Laminated Fabric with one or 
same base material of fabric & film. 
 
Uni-win Corporation is more focus on create new technologies and innovating new product 
development and with our new concepts for 
sustainability as Full Recyclable & Circular Loop 
Functional Laminated Fabric technologies and 
Products.  And could provide products and 
service to customer possibility to achieve: 
1.Function 2.Comfort 3.Fashion 4.Unique 
5.Durable 6.Safty 7.Patents 8.Sustainable 
9.Environmental issues.  
 
Our Full Recyclable with Circular Loop of Air Breathable & Water resistance/proof Laminated Fabric 
products should be more Unique, Fashionable, comfortable, and advanced than exiting products in 
the market and for the future.  
 
Our four Core Advance Technologies: with 10 invention patterns 
A. Perforating with micro holes on film side, better breathable, do not influence fabric’s structure. 
B. Full Covered Heat Laminating without glue, could be full recyclable and closed loop. 
C. Multiple Structure molding with pattern designing for functional, relief looking and unique 
D. Printing pattern on film to heat laminate with Fabric to replace printing on fabric, without any 

treatments before or after to reduce the water/chemical/energy consumption, and more delicate 
out looking and fashionable. 
 

Innovating & Developing Concepts: 
A. How to heat laminated with Mono of Film/Fabrics without glue for Full Recyclable and closed 

loop. 
B. How to integrate or create diversity products and multiple functions, And 2 side wearable. 
C. How to less or reduce 1.Process/2.Energy3./Water/4.Chemical/5.Pollutant.  
D. How to make better or higher breathability with suitable water pressure for more comfortable 
E. How to make to easy and effective to composite substrates as one kind of printed pattern on film 

to integrate and heat laminating with more different kinds of fabric for laminated fabrics. There 
would have the advantages are to have more diversity to compare and select the out-looking, 
unique, more effective and cost saving for new products development for fashionable designing 
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during in developing stage. 
 

Uni-win International Corp. will keep to enforce to integrate our advanced Technology, Innovation 
concept, Experience & Invention patterns to provide and assist customers to develop innovative  
laminated fabric with characteristics of unique, functional, comfortable, fashionable, sustainable, 
environmental into the market and for future needs. 
 
Contact information:                 

Tel: 886-2-25702225     Fax: 866-2-25703368 

Email: jjh.uniwin@gmail.com 

www.uni-win.com.tw 

Office: 7-3Fl., Sunrise Plaza, No.2, Sec-3, Ba-Teh Road, Taipei-10558, Taiwan(R.O.C) 

 

 

  


